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I Introduction

In this paper we consider the electromagnetic fields It, 1�1 (k the electric field and 1� the

magnetic field) of time-harmonic three-dimensional Maxwell's equations in a bounded domain

f2 c R3 filled with an isotropic and homogeneous medium with permittivity , permeability A

and conductivity o, and subject to perfect conductor boundary conditions (cf. 16, 27]):

(i) -iEpwt + curl f = pi + pulb in (2,

(ii) iwt + curl t 0 in (�, (1. 1)

(iii) A fi = 0, f3 ft = on f,

where i is a given current density with div = , w is a non-zero constant called the pulsation

of the electromagnetic fields and ii is the unit outward normal on the boundary f = 19�2 of f It

follows from the condition div = that the electromagnetic fields It, t I are also divergence

free. Using equation (1.1)(ii) the magnetic field can be eliminated from the system 1.1) and

we are left with the problem

(i) curl curl t - a 2t = in 0,
(i. - (1.2)

i) E A fi = on P,

where a2 = W2(E - ialw)p and = -iwpi.

The solution of the boundary value problem 1.2) can be determined by considering the

equivalent regularized formulation defined by (cf. 7, 22, 23, 28]):

2(i) -AE - a E = f in Q,
(ii) t A ii 0 on (1.3)
(iii) div t 0 on

since -At = curl curl P, - grad div t. In fact, it can be shown (cf 23, 28]) that a solution

of 1.2) satisfies 1.3) and vice versa. For the generalized formulation of 1.3) we introduce the

function spaces

'Ho (curl, f2) E (L2 OW curl -�, E (L2 (f2))3 and -� A fi = 0 on

R(div, f�) G (L2 (f�))3 div -� E L2 0) (1.4)

'Ho (curl, div) E 'Ho (curl, f2) n W (div, f2)

HN 0) E (H A fi = 0 on

equipped with the natural norms and inner products. The variational solution of (1.3) is deter-

mined as follows: Find Ci E 'Ho (curl, div) such that

:= (curlficurl-�,)+(divia, div -),) - a 2 (I,, _;�)= =: Cz 'ho(curldiv). (1.5)

The sesquilinear form b(-, -) is coercive in'ho(curl, div) (cf. 7, 13, 14, 28]) and the Lax/Milgrarn

lemma infers the existence and uniqueness of solution fi E 'Ho (curl, div) of problem (1.5) In

fact problem (1.5) is well posed.
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For convex domains f2, the variational problem (1.5) can be discretized by means of the usual

nodal H-conforming finite elements. The finite element subspaces consist of functions which

are plecewise polynomials and curl and div conforming (cf. 7 14, 23, 28]), that is, they are

contained in H1 f2))3. This fact is justified since for convex domains f2, the space ho(curl, div)

coincides with the space HN(Q) and the norms in these spaces are equivalent (cf. [15, 20]). The

sesquilinear form , -) from (1.5) is also coercive in the variational space HNO), see 12].

However, if the domain !� is noncovex, e.g. if!� contains reentrant edges, then the solution 

of (1.5) entails singularities and does no longer belong to Hl(f ))3 in general (cf 5, 11, 13]).

In this case nodal Hl-conforming finite elements can not be used directly for its approximation

and other approximation methods are more appropriate cf. 6 17, 341). On the other hand,

since it is well-known that the main singularities of the solution fi are the gradients of singular

functions of the Laplace operator (cf. [5, 13, 30]), another widely used method still involving

nodal Hl-conforming finite elements, is the so-called singular field method which consists of

augmenting the finite element subspaces by the explicit forms of the singular part of the solution

(cf. 2 3 7 14, 23, 28]). In this way the regular part of the solution can be approximated by a

Hl-conforming finite element method and the singular part is taken care of explicitly. However,

even though this method is well understood theoretically, it is less practicable for general D

problems with edge singularities, since the space of the singular functions in this case is infinite

(cf. 23, Section 7]). Nevertheless, for 2D problems, it is quite efficient and straightforward

(cf. 23, 28]).

Many problems in engineering and physics require the resolution of the Maxwell's equations

in three-dimensional axisymmetric domains with nonaxisyrnmetric data. In this case the compu-

tational cost can be reduced considerably if the so-called Fourier-finite-element method (FFEM)

is applied, see e.g. 4, 8, 24, 25, 26, 29, 31, 321 for related examples. The FFEM combines the

approximating Fourier method with respect to the rotational angle using trigonometric polyno-

mials of degree < N (N --+ oo), with the finite element method on the meridian domain with

mesh size h (h -� 0) for the approximation of the Fourier coefficients.

The FFEM has several advantages. The three-dimensional boundary value problem is reduced

by means of partial Fourier analysis to a sequence of two-dimensional boundary value problems

for which pre- and post-processing tools are readily available. In many cases, e.g. Larn6 system,

Poisson's like equation, Stokes equations and the Maxwell's equations, the reduced problems are

decoupled and can be solved in parallel.

In this paper, we axe mainly concerned with error and convergence analysis of the Fourier-

finite-element approximation of the regularized Maxwell's BVP (1.5) under different regularity

assumptions on the solution fi. We employ the mathematical tools presented in [33] and use

nodal Hl-conforming finite elements to approximate the solutions of the reduced BVPs. For

nonconvex domains !�, we show that the singular field method as presented in [7, 23, 28] can

be employed to compensate the singular behavior of the solution.
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It should be noted that in [1] Maxwell's equations in axisymmetric domains with axisymmetric

data were considered. In such cases the 3D problem reduces naturally to a single 2D BVP. In 26]

the full 3D Maxwell's BVP on axisymmetric domains was considered and treated by means of

Fourier-finite-element method with H(curl)-conforming finite elements. There, emphasis was

laid on the computational implementation.

We remark that the procedure outlined here can be extended to treat Maxwell's equations

and other related problems in domains whose geometrical and physical properties are invariant

with respect to one of the space variables.

This paper is organized in the following way. Section 2 contains the description of the

decomposition process and related weighted Sobolev spaces for the analysis of the reduced

problems. The 2D BVPs are formulated and a priori estimates for the solutions given. The

presentation here is based on the paper 33].

In Section 3 estimates of the Fourier-finite-element approximation error in the Hl-norm

and under different regularity assumptions are given. In particular, for domains with reentrant

edges, it is shown that the singular field method as described, e.g., in 23, 28] can be employed

in a straightforward way.

2 Analytical preliminaries

2.1 The BVP in cylindrical coordinates

Let (XI, X2, X3) be the Cartesian coordinates of the point x E Suppose that f2 is axisymmetric

with respect to the X3-axis, and that the set f \ o ro is part of the X3-axis contained in

C p =is generated by rotation of a bounded plane meridian domain Q,, -+ 1(rZ) : > 1

about the X3-axis- Let aQ,, denote the boundary of and let IF,, = , \ ro. We asume for

simplicity that F is made up of a finite number of straight line segments, i.e. 1", is polygonal,

and that r and form right angles at the points zi r, n Po (i 1 2. Thus conical points

on the boundary of are excluded, see Figure 2 .

Z

Z2

ro

ZIZI

r

Figure 21
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Let r, p, z (x I = r OS �o, X2 = r sin �o, X3 = Z), o E (- 7, ] denote the cylindrical coordinates.

Then the one-to-one mapping transforms the sets f2 \ 1O and into the sets Q = x (-7r, .7r]

and 17 = I,, x (-7r, 7r], respectively, in cylindrical coordinates. Accordingly, for any function

0(x), x G f \ o, some function v(r, �o, z) on is uniquely defined by

v (r, W, z) = 0 (r COS �O r sin W, Z), (2.1)

and for each vector field -� (x = 01 (X), 1�2 (X),'63 (X))', x ro, some vector field v(r, o, z)

(Vr (,r, �p, z), v. (,r, o, z), vz (r, W, z))' is uniquely defined on by

Vr = fl COS V + f2 sin W, v. = -bj sin o + 2 COS W, V, = 03- (2.2)

By 2.2) the operators curl and div are defined in cylindrical coordinates by

09V 09vr 09vz I 9(rvw) 1 19Vrcurlrwz v 0vz W - - ) T (2.3)
r o9�o az 9 ar r o9r r aW

divrwz v 1 a(rVr) + 1 aVW + az
_r r 9W _49Z

We denote in cylindrical coordinates by X' Vo(curlroz, divrwz) and VN(Q) the images of1/2 A I

the spaces L2(f�), 'Ho (curl, div) and HN(!�), respectively, in the Cartesian coordinates (cf. 33]).

Then the variational solution of the boundary value problem 1.3) in cylindrical coordinates is

determined as follows: Find u G VO(curlrpz, divwz) such that

b(u, v) h(v) for any v E VO(curlwz, div), where (2.4)

b(u, v) fn I curlWz u curlrWz v + divrwz - divrwz v - a 2u - vjrdrd�pdz, (2.5)

h(v) fn f - v rdrd�pdz.

2.2 Partial Fourier analysis

For functions u e Vo(curlrw,, diVrwz), partial Fourier analysis with respect to the rotational an-

gle �o is introduced using the orthogonal and complete system 1, sin �o, COS V, sin n�o, COS n�o,

in L2 (- 7r, 7r) as follows:

00
Ur = usn (r, z) COS n�o + u' (r, z) sin n�oE(r rn

n=O

00

U� = E (U Sn (r, z) (- sin n�o) + UWn (r, Z) COS n�o (2.6)
W

n=O

00

U, (Uzn (r, z) COS n�o + Un (r, z) sin n�o)

n=O

where the symmetric u = rn, U'n, Usn )T and the antisymmetric u (u u U, T Fouriern v z n rn, vn zn

coefficients are defined the standard way (cf 4, 29, 31, 321).
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For the study of the Fourier coefficients of functions in 31), we introduce on the meridian

domain weighted Sobolev spaces (cf. 29, 24])

L2 (Qa) N=W(TZ): IW12 drdz < ool,

L2,c (Q.) w = w (r, z) : r'w c L (Q.) , X(Q.) = L2,1/2(Q.),

W'1, 2 (Q " ) aw awfw E L2, (Qa) ar Oz G L2,,(Qa)j, a, a real number (2.7)

2,2 (,Q") fW ( W,2 a2W a2W a2W
WI/2 1/2 Qa) 5r 2 7 6z2 7 jr a z E X (Q

x 1,2 A) �w E W1,2 -1W X(Qa)l-
1/2 1/2(,Qa) r

These spaces are equipped with the norms

aWI2 1/2
IIWIIL2,�(Q.) IT drdz

2 aw 2 + llaW ii2 1/2

fIIWIIL2,.(Q.) liar K2,a(-Qa) -5Z L2,. (Q.)

IWIW2,2 a2W 2 + ia2W ii2 + 2ii a2W 1�2 1/2 (2.8)

1/2 ar2 lix(n.) X(Qa) araz X(Q-)
fIWI2 + IIWI12 1/2

11WIlW2,2(n�) W12;2 (Q.) w 1, 2 (o.)
1/2 2 1/2

f 11 W 112 (f2.) + ii aW i2 + 1aW 112 1/2
IIWIIX��2 q.) x

2 r -�r x (Q.) az x (Q.)
For w = (WI (T, Z), W2 (r, z), W3 (r, Z))', we define the spaces, see 33]

))3 aW2 I a(rW2) aWl aW3 1 a(rwl) aW3
X-A) JW E (X(Qa � � + - E x (Q,,)

49Z r ar I 9 ar I r ar 09Z

U'(f2a) fw E (X(Qa ))3 W3 aW2 1 a(rW2) WI Wl 09W3

r -r �09r 7' az ar

+ 1 a(rWO W2+09W3 E X(Q,,)I, (2.9)
r ar r az

XOa (Q,,) jw E Xa A) W2 = 0, W3n, - wjnz = 0 on IP,,},

Uoa(Q") JW E U,(Q") W2 = 0, W3n, - w1nz = 0 on ra

1,2 3 1 1
V�A) �wE (W 1/2 A) ): r- WI, 'r- W2 E X(Q,),

W2 0, W3n, - w1nz = 0 on I'a II

W�(Qa) JW W 1,2 (q.) 3: r1(W1 - W2), r1W3 G X(Qa),
12

W2 0, W3nr winz = 0 on Faj-
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These spaces are endowed with the norms

IIWI12 + �� 11W2 I�2 + "('rW2) �12 (n.) + OW1 _ OW3 112

(X(Q.))3 OZ X(Q-) r Or x 11 OZ ar X(S1.)
+ I i9(rwl) + C9W3 �I2 1/2

r 9r 09Z X(Q-)
IIWI12 W _ 9W2 2 + I I 9(rW2) W, 12

(X(Q.))3 I r az CQ-) r ar r x(Q.)

09W3 12 1 a(rwi) W2 aW 2 1/2,+ 09WI + (2.10)
OZ ar x(Q-) + r 9r r 19Z IIX(f2J

11W11V IIWI12 + 1r-'w, 112 (n�) + 1jr-1 112 (Q.) 1/2(Q.) W 2 x W2 
1;2(Q-))

�IIW 112 1�2 (n�) + II W3 1�2
11W11WK(Q-) 2 (Q.))3 + (W1 - W2) _2�) 1 1/2

(Wl';2 r x r x

Norms of functions defined on Q can be represented by norms of their Fourier coefficients

defined on Q,, using generalized completeness relationships.

Ua
Theorem 2. I. Let u E Vo(curl,�O I div,�,z) and let un (U'n(rz), uwn(rz), Usn (r, Z)) ' n

(U a (r, Z), Ua a (r, z))' (n E No 0, 1, 2,- denote ts Fourier coefficients. Then
rn Wn(rZ)1uzn

(Use = r, �0, Z)

00IjUtI12 27411U s 112 + jUa 112 +7E (Ilu s 112 IjUa 112 < 00, 2.11)
x 1/20 to X(92a) to tn W a) + tn XQ.))

n=1

11,,U(a

11U112 S0112 + IjUsO112 + IjUaO112 Po I 2
VO(cur1rVZ divr�p-) := 27rfllur (f2a) Z X(Q-) �O (Qa) + az X(Q�)

• 11,9USO 9Uzo �12 apo) 12 (Q.) + 11 1 O(rUlo)r + 11 ,9(,ru( r
09Z ar x(Q-) r 09r x r o9r

aus 2 00 e 112 n e 09u�'� ��2• Zo (Q.) I + 7 E E f 11un (X (Q.))3 +II -Uzn - -

49Z x n=1 eCisal r 19Z X(Qa)

')u' alle 2 2• C rn _ z" + Nu�oj _ nUre"
11 a ar L(Qa) r ar r L(Qa)

+ 11 I a(rUe 2
- rn) n Ue + auezn < Do, (2.12)

r ar r �pn 49Z X(n-) I

IIUI12 $0112 ) + 11U�, + 11 Uso 112
VN (Q) 27rfllu �,2 (Q _0112 2 + IjUaO112 2 (Q.) r

r W a (Qa) ';2 X(Qa)1/2 W11;2 �O W1

112 00 1
• �I'Uao + 7r e 112 211 -U e.112

X(Qa) I E E j11Un (W1,2 (Qa))3 + n Z X(Qa)
n=1 eElsa) 1/2 r

• II (Ue Ue 112 _ Ue 1�2
rn - n Wn) + 11 (n4!n �On) < 00.

r X(f2a) r x (Q.)

The symbolEeC-I,,,a) means summation over s and a, respectively.

Proof: The proof of Theorem 2.1 can be taken from [31, 32].

We will use subsequently the notation u' to mean some property holds for the Fourier coefficientn

us as well as Uan n,
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Remark 21 25]). If the function v (r, �o, z) and only some of ts derivatives belong to X12 ( Q I

then corresponding completeness relations of the type 211) hold for these derivatives. For

example, let E X 2A (I 0, 1), then0�01 I/

IIVI12 a 2 112 2) s 112 (� ) + IlVa 112J� Ov 2-T II vo' (Q�) +7r +n n X n XQ- I < oo. 213)X 0 JjX. X liv
n=1

)TLemma 2 1. (i) Let u E V(curlr�ozl divr�pz)' and let un (urnU�'nu'zn (n E NO) denote ts

Fourier coefficients. Then u E Xoa(Q,,) and Ue E oa(Qa), n c- 1,2,o n

(ii) If u E VN(Q), then u G Vk(Q,,) and U E W� A), n E N.o n

Proof. Follows from the completeness relationships 212) and the definition of the spaces

XOa (Q.), Oa (Q.), V� (Q a) and W A) N

The following lemma which describes the traces of the Fourier coefficients on the rotational axis

is useful for the definition of the finite element subspaces, see Section 3.

Lemma 22. Let u E VN(Q) and let u (n E o) denote its ourier coefficients. Thenn

u e = e = on Fo, e, = e 1 U,1 = on 1O and e n = e n = 'zn = on o for n > 2.r 1P r W z r V

Proof. See 33] for the proof.

In Section 3 we employ nodal Hl-conforming finite elements for the approximation of the Fourier

coefficients of the 3D solution u. For this method we need the following lemma.

Lemma 23. Suppose the plane meridian domain is convex. Then

(i) the space Xoa(Qa) coincides with Vk(Q,,) and the norms 11 IO_(Q.) and 11 ljv�(Q.) are equiv-

alent.

(ii) the space oa(Qa) coincides with WN A) and the norms 11 I and are

equivalent.

Proof. The proof of this lemma can be taken from 331.

2.3 The dimension reduction of the 3D BVP

The solution u E Vo(curl,�Ozl divw,) of the variational equations 2.4) can be represented by

Fourier series according to 2.6) with Fourier coefficients u' (r, z) (n E No) being the unique solu-n

tions of an infinite sequence of two-dimensional boundary value problems in the plane meridian

domain Q, For simplicity let us introduce the notations

,que Oque 1,9(ru' Tue n e 09un n vn ncurln n - u r z _u e (2.14)
r (r zn az 9 ar r 19r r

divn e + 09uezn
",U, 1 09(rurn)

rw n r 09r r- wn 49Z
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(Q))' and let u', v and f'Theorem 2.2. (i) Let u, v E V(curlv, div,�,,) and f E Xl'/2 n n n

(n G o) denote the Fourier coefficients of u, v and f, respectively, defined according to 2.6).

Then the functionals b(u, v) and h(v) from 2.5) can be represented n the form
00

b(uv) == 27rjb0(u',v')+b0 (ua, V,) I + 7 bn (U', V') + bn 4, va) (2.15)0 0 0 0 n n 0 n
n=1

c'oa (V,) I + 7r hs (Vs + h a Va) (2.16)
h (v) 2n f MO (vo') + ho 0 n n n n

n=1

bn (U') V e curln , - curln V, + de, 2 e . en rz n 2 "ue - divnv - a V rdrdz, (2.17)n rz n n n n n I

hen (V e f fn - ve rdrdz. (2.18)
n n

(ii) For f C (X0 let u E VO(curlrwz, divrWz) be the solution of the 3D BVP 2.4). If ue
1/2A)" n

and fne are the Fourier coefficients of u and f according to 2.6), then the u' are unique solutions

of the two-dimensional variational equations

n=0: find U' E Xoa (Oa) bo(u',w = h'(w) forany wEXoa(Qa), (2.19)0 0 0

n EN: find Ue (Ue, W) e (W)nC Uoa(Qa) bn n = hn for any w E Uoa(Q,,),

with bn and he (.) from (2.17) and (2.18), respectively.n

(iii) The solutions Ue nsatisfy the a priori estimates

eii2 < CIIfeII2 Ilue 112 (n�) < CIIfneII2
Iluo X,-(.Qa) - (X(Q.))3, n U0- - (X(Q�))3, n E N. (2.20)

Proof. The proof of Theorem 2.2 can be taken from [33]. N

For convex domains Q, more refined a priori estimates of the solutions u' of the 2D variational

equations 2.19) can be proved, which indicate additional regularity of the 3D solution u with

respect to the rotational angle W.

Theorem 23. Suppose that the three-dimensional axisyrnmetric domain !� (i.e. in the
(rWz)-system) is convex. Let u = (ue e ue, )T (fen, ge fzen)T

n rn, p zn and f = n (n C No)

be the Fourier coefficients of the solution u C- Vo(curl,,p, divrWz) of the 3D B VP (2.4) with

f E (XO (Q))3 . Then the Ue satisfy the following a priori estimates:
1/2 n

(i) IluelIv,�(f2.) e II W,� (O.)0 -< C1 I I fo I I (X (Q�)) 3, Hun < C2IIfnII(X(Q,�))3 (2.21)

(ii) U' 11 W� (,Q.) < C3 u e I I (W,1;2 (na))3 + n 2�1 lue C4 e�JX(�))3 < IIfnII(X(Q.))3 for n > 2.

(2.22)

Proof: The proof of this theorem is given in the paper [33]. M

Remark 2.2. From the classical theory on regularity of solutions of BVPs (cf. [18, 19, 21]),

we know that if the solutions u' (n E NO) of the the 2D variational equations (2.19) are regular,n

i. e. if Ue E ( 22 (Oa) )3 holds, then the solutions Ue satisfy the a priori estimate
n W;;2 n

e
Ilu II(W�2;2(n.))3 <_ CIIfneII(X(Qa))3, n E No . (2.23)

2
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3 The Fourier-finite-element method and error estimates

3.1 The Fourier-Galerkin approximation for convex domains

For convex domains Q, we consider the solution u of the variational equation 24) in the

variational space VN(Q). As first step, the solution u E VN(Q) is approximated by truncated

Fourier series. For simplicity we introduce the 3 x 3-diagonal matrices R' and R' given by

R' = diag[cosn�p,-sinnWcosn�p]; R' = diag[sinnWcosn�osinn�pl_ (3.1)n n

Let u E VN(Q) be the solution of the three-dimensional BVP 2.4). The function UN defined by

the truncated Fourier series

N

UN = E(R'u + WU') for N > (3.2)n n n n
n=O

is called the Fourier approximation of U.

The undetermined 2N 2 Fourier coefficients u and u (n = , 1, 2,.. N) are the solutions

of the following 2D variational equations:

n = 0 : find u E � (Q,,) bo(u',w = h'(w) forany wEVk(Q,,), (3.3)0 0 0
N: find u E W�(Q,,) bn(u',W = h'(w) forany wEWk(Q,,),

n n n

with b and h' (.) from 2.17) and 2.18), respectively. The solutions u (n E N will ben n

approximated by means of the finite element method.

For the finite element discretization, the plane meridian domain is partitioned in the

usual way (cf. 9 into a set of triangular elements Th = fTI, h E (0, ho] (ho < 1) such that the

following assumption is satisfied:
0

Assumption 31. (i) Qa = Qah = UTEThT with T = T and T = 0.

(ii) Two arbitrary triangles T, T' G Th are either disjoint, or have a common side, or a common

vertex.

(iii) The mesh S's shape regular, i.e. for the diameter hT of T and the diameter PT of the largest

ball contained in T, we have

hT < C for any T E Th, C ndependent of T and h.
PT

Taking into account Lemma 2.2 we now define the finite-element subspaces as follows:

Rh fVh (r, Z) Vh E C(Oa) Vh IT E Pi (T) for any T E Th (3.4)

a 3Vh fVh = (Uh, Vh, Wh) E Rh Vh = 0, Uhnz - Whnr = 0 on ra, Uh = Vh = 0 onro},
a 3Uh f Vh = (Uh, Vh, Wh) E Rh Vh = 0, Uhn, - Whn, = 0 on Pal Uh = Vh, Wh = 0 on Fob

a 3Wh JVh = (Uh, Vh, Wh) C- Rh Vh = 0, Uhn, - Whnr = 0 on ra, Uh = Vh = Wh = 0 on Foll

10



where PI T) denotes the space of all polynomials of degree < I on T. For < h < ho and

integer N > the Fourier-finite-element subspace VN is defined byh

N
VN = VhN VhN (R' Vnh +R'n Vnh), Vh E Vh, Vh E Uh, Vnh E Wha 2 < n < N 1, 35)

n=O

where R and Ra are from 3.1). Obviously, the relations Vha C Vk(Qa), Uha C WQa),n n

Wha C W�(Qa) and VhN C VN(Q) hold.

The Fourier-Galerkin approximation of the solution u G VN(Q) of the 3D BVP 2.4 is

obtained as follows: Find UhN = (UhN (r, �0, Z), uwhN (r, W, Z), UzhN (r, v, z)) E VhN such that

b(UhN, V) = h (v) for all v E VhN, (3.6)

where the functionals b(-, -) and f ), respectively, are from 2.5). Lax/Milgram. and Cea's

lemmas infer the existence of a unique solution Uhn E VhN which satisfies the a priori estimate

JJU - UhNIIVN(Q) inf N11U-WhN11VN(Q) forany WhNCVhN. (3.7)
WhNEVh

By means of partial Fourier analysis with respect to the rotational angle we get by analogy

to Theorem 22 that the solution UhN of 3.6) admits the decomposition

N
Ua

UhN= E(Rn' Unh + Rn' nh) (3.8)

n=O

with the coefficients unh being the unique solutions of the variational (Galerkin) equations:

find u'oh E Vh bo MM, W = h'(w) for w E Vh,

n = I find uTh E Uha bi MM, W = h'(w) for w E Uha, (3.9)

Ue
2<n<N: find nhEWh:b,,,(UnhW = h'(w) for wcWha,

where the functionals bn and h' (-) are from 2.17) and 2.18), respectively.n

3.2 Error estimates in HI

In this subsection we investigate the error 11U - UhNIIVN(p) generated by replacing the exact

solution u of the 3D BVP (2.4) by its Fourier-finite-element approximation UhN given by (3.6).

Remark 3.1. It should be noted that the assumption that the domain!� is convex does not imply

that the solution fi of the 3D BVP (1.5) is H2-regular (cf. [5, 13]) as would be the case, e.g.,

with the solution of the Poisson's equation with the right hand side in L2. However, the convexity

of !� is a sufficient condition for ift to belong to (H'(0))3. Thus, for the Fourier-finite-element

error estimates, we have to consider the following two cases:

(i) The solution fi (H'(!�))3 n (H2(f2))3' i.e. its Fourier coefficients u' (n E No) satisfy onlyn

the condition u' C- 1 2 3n Wi;2 A))

(H 1 (!�)) 3 2(!�))3' i.e. its Fourier coefficients u' satisfy the regularity(ii) The solution fi G n (H n

condition u' C W 2 3
n 1;2 A))



For further estimates via 3.7) we use

inf IJU - WhNIIV,(Q) < ju - rhNUIIV,(Q), (3-10)
WhNEV11"

where

rhNU = 1R'rhU + R'rhU') with rhU' = rhU"', < n < N. (3.11)n n n n n n

n=O

In 3.11) the symbol rIh denotes the usual Lagrange interpolation operator (cf- [91).

In the following theorem we give bounds for the interpolation error u - IhU' of the Fouriern n

coefficients.

Theorem 31. Let the triangulation Th satisfy Assumption 3. Then for the interpolation

error of the Fourier coefficients u', solutions of the variational equations 3.3), the followingn

estimates are satisfied.

for U e . 2 3 2 2 3
JJU' - rIhUnjj(Wj�;2(Q,))3 < Chjju I(W2;2(Q,))3 n W�;2 (Q.)) n (W;;2 (Qa)) n E No,

n 2 n 2

111 (U e - IIhU')jj(X(Q�))3 ChIl Ue I I W 2,2 (Q.)), for Ue E W1 '2(Q.)) 3 n 22 3 n E No
Ir n n n 1/2 n 1/2 (W;;2 (Q-))

Proof: The proof of Theorem 31 is given in Mercier/Raugel 29, Section 42.1].

The following theorem gives bounds for the error U - UN of the Fourier approximation.

Theorem 3.2. Let u E VN(Q) be the solution of the 3D BVP 2.4) with f (Xio/2(Q))3 and

let UN be its Fourier approximation defined by 3.2). Then there exists a constant C > 

independent of N > , u and f such that

HU - UNjjVN(Q) -< CN-'11f 11 (XO (Q))3. (3.12)
1/2

Proof: Using the completeness relationship 2.12), the triangle inequality and the a priori

estimates 2.22) we obtain

00
112 < C 112 211 1 Ue 112

U YN nHU N (9) �11U'n (' 1, 2 + n 3
n=N+l eElsa) 1/2 r (X

-2 00 2 f IjUe 112 2�1 1 2

_Ue -211fll(Xo
< CN n n (WI 2(Q.))3 + n n < CN (Q))3 -

n=N+l eEfs'a) 1;2 r 11 (X(n.))3 1 1/2

We can now give a bound for the Fourier-finite-element approximation error ju - UhN11V'(Q)-

X0 (Q))3 andTheorem 33. Let E VN(Q) be the solution of the 3D BVP 2.4) with f E /2

let UhN E VhN be ts Fourier-finite-element approximation given by 3.6). Suppose that the

triangulation Th satisfies Assumption 31. Then there exists a constant C > independent of h,

N > 0 and f such that

HU - UhNIIVN(q) < C(N-' + 1)jjfjj(X i/2 (p))3- (3.13)

12



Suppose additionally that the solution u is H-regular and further, that OfIO�o C (X10/20Q ))3.

Then we have the estimate

,/,(Q))3 + Of (3.14)< C(N- + h) (11filw X0 (Q))3).
HU - UhNIIVN(Q) M'9�pk

Proof. The a priori estimate 3.7) and the triangle inequality give

11 - UhNIIV,(Q) < I - UNJIVN(Q) + UN - rhNUIIVN(Q)- (3.15)

The estimate 3-13) follows from the relation 3.15), Theorem 32 and the fact that the sesquilin-

ear form b(-, -) is coercive and continuous on VN(Q), i.e.

U112 < Cb(UN - rhNU, UN - rhNU) ClIf JI(X(Q))3 IUN - rhNUIIVN(Q),11UN - rhN VN(Q)

where b, -) is from 2.5). Using the completeness relation 2.12), Theorem 31, Remark 22 and

Remark 21 we get the following relations

112 112 .) + 1� 2
< C (U.E!. - rIhU�.) IIhU'0)IJUN - rhNU VN(f2) r r r X r 10 LQ")

N 112 21�'(Ue Ue )1�2
+ 1: 1: I 11U'n rlhUn 2 (n.))3 + n - n f1h n (Q.)),3

n=0eEJsa} W";2 r (X

c'o 2

2 2) 11 ge 11 2 2 (11f 112 Of
< Ch n (X(g2.))3 < h (X0 (.Q))3 + -I/ L9�0��(Xo (Q))3).

n=0eElsa) '/2

(3-16)

Assertion (3.14) then follows from Theorem 3.2 and relation (3.16). 0

Remark 32. The additional smoothness demand on f in Theorem 33, i.e. the condition

OfIO�p E (X1012 (E2))3, is only needed to uncouple the discretization parameters h and N (cf.

(3.15)) in the final error estimates. One could also employ the method introduce by Mercier/Raugel

[29], in which a mixed projection combining the usual Lagrange interpolation operator Hh and

Clement's [10] L2-projection operator is used for the approximation of the Fourier Coefficients

Ue. In this case the additional smoothness requirement on f is not necessary to achieve the same

order of convergence.

3.3 The Fourier-Galerkin approximation for domains with reentrant edges

It is well-known (cf. [5, 11, 13, 30]) that if the domain f2 fails to be convex, then the solution fi

of (1.5) exhibits singularities. This behavior has important consequences for the Fourier-finite-

element approximation of the solution fi as we explain subsequently.

Suppose for simplicity that the axisymmetric domain f2 C R3 has only one reentrant edge,

that is the meridian domain Q,, of �2 has one reentrant corner with vertex E" and angle 00 > 7r

on the boundary 17, Of course, several reentrant corners could be treated by defining different

13



cut-off functions as described subsequently. Let (R, ) ( < R < Ro; < < with Ro

sufficiently small) denote local polar coordinates in the (r, z)-plane with respect to the corner

E,,. We introduce a smooth cut-off function = 77(r, z) �(R) with

I for < R < R/3
(R) = E Coo [0, oc) (3.17)

0 for R > 2Ro/3

The solutions u (n E o) of the two-dimensional variational equations 2-19) can be split inton

regular and singular parts as given in the following theorem.

Theorem 34. Suppose the domain Qa has one reentrant corner Ea E I'a with angle < <

27r, i.e. A = satisfies 12 < A < . For f E (X let u = rn, U'n, U',,,)' (n E NO) be00 n �O z

the unique solutions of the 2D BVPs 2.19). Then the u have the following representation:n

e )T )T
(urnlu'n)' = (wrn, W'n (Srn, Sn -yngradr, (qR\ sin AO) in Qa,

u en = W en+ e n = -ye,,,RA77 sin AO in Qa, (3.18)
�O W W

W e = e e e W, =(we we we
0 (Wro' W 0, Wzo) E Vk A) and n rn, �On, n E W� (Q.),

where gradz = qo' V,) T.
49r az

Proof. The proof of Theorem 34 can be taken from 33].

The first consequence of the non-convexity of the domain f2 is that the finite-element method

as presented in Section 31 can not be used in general to approximate the Fourier coeffi-

cients e (cf. 7 23, 28]). However, it can be used to approximate the regular part wen n

pn of the solution e ( < n < N). In order to also take care of the singular partz n

e = se"' se )T
Sn r SWn n we apply here the so-called singular field method as explain, for example,

in [7, 23, 28]. This method consists of augmenting the finite-element subspaces in 3.4) by the

singular functions. The starting point for this strategy is the following lemma:

Lemma 31. Let the subspace S of Ho'(Q,,) be defined by

49S as T
= panfqRA sin AOJ and let Y Or , S, az)

Then the spaces Xoa(Q,,) and Uoa(Qa) admit the following nonorthogonal decomposition

X6a (Q.) = Vk (f2a) ( Y, 67 (f2a = W,� MO E) Y

Proof. The proof of Lemma 31 can be taken from [5 7 by taking account of Theorem 3.4.m

For the singular field method we introduce the following finite element subspaces:

a a a a y'
Vh Vh E Y, Uh Uh E) Y, Th Wh (3.19)

where the spaces Vh , Uh ,and W. are from 3.4). The corresponding Fourier-finite-element

subspace is defined by

14



N
V� 1VhN VhN = R'V'h + R'V'h), Veh G f7h, V'h _ h, V'h G Wh, 2<n<Nl,

n n n n o 1 n
n=O

(3.20)

where RI and R a are from 3.1). It is easy to verify that the relations Vha C Xoa(Qa), Uha Cn n

Uoa(Qa), Wha C U�(Qa) and VhN Vo(curl,�,�,, div,�,,) are satisfied.

The corresponding Calerkin equations can be formulated as follows:

(Ue e (W) a
n = find UO'h C Qa bo oh, W = ho fo r w E Q

Ue e (W)n = I find ih C_ Qha bi MM, W = hi for w Qha, (3.21)

Ue2<n<N: find nhECVha:b.(UnhW = h'(w) for w E Wha,

where the functionals b(., -) and fn(.) are from 2.17) and 2.18), respectively.

The linear system of equations 3.21) can be solve by means of the algorithm introduce in 23].

Consider, e.g. the discrete problem

b,,, (Uhn, W) = he (W), 0 < n < N, (3.22)n

WI Nhn) denote the basis function in the corresponding finite dimensional discrete space.

Then equation 3.22) can be written in block matrix form as follows:

A (n) C(n) u h(n) fhn)
h h

C(n) Ta, (n) (3.23)
h N

where

o A(n) and f(n) denote the stiffness matrix and the load vector, respectively, corresponding toh h
the regular part, i.e.

(n) = f (n) ((fh, Wj)) TA (b,, (wi, wj)) and Nhn)h ",3=1 h j=l,.-.,

o a, and f, are scalars which correspond to the singular field and are defined by

a. = (bn (S, s)) and f, = ((fh, s)).

0 C(n) is an N (n) -dimensional vector that couples the regular and singular fields,h h
C(n) (n)

(bn (S, Wj)) �h
h 3=1

The linear system of equations 3.23) can be solved in the following three steps:

(1) Solve the two linear systems

(n) U(n) f (n)
Ah h h

(n)V,(n) C (n)
Ah h h

15



(2) Compute the approximation for the singular coefficient by

_ C(-)'U(n)
f h h

_�h C nT n
as - h

(3) Determine the solution of the Galerkin-equation 3.22 by

N (n)
1: U(n) (N)V,(n)) W. + Y(n)S

Uhn hj hj I h

The algorithm is applied to solve the 2N + 2 decoupled 21) problems 3.21). An approximation

for the original 3D solution is obtained via Fourier synthesis according to 3.8).

The second consequence of the non-convexity of the domain �2 is summarized in the following

remark.

Remark 33. The convergence Uh1V -+ U, as h 4 0, N 4 oo of the Fourier-finite-element
VN VNapproximation UhN Zs guaranteed by Cea's lemma, since the discrete spaces h satisfy h

Vo(cur1rz, div,,.) as h -� 0 and N -� oo. However, due to the low regularity of the solution

u, error estimates and order of convergence with respect to the parameter N of the Fourier

approximation, can not be explicitly given, as it Z's the case for convex domains. That is, the rate

of convergence wth respect to N in this case Z's lower than O(N-1) and it can not be iproved

otherwise. Thus for problems where a high number of Fourier coefficients are necessary, it may

be advantageous to discretize directly the full 3D problem. We note that for the Posson's and

Lam6 equations the situation is different, see eg. 25, 31].
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